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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes an on-line interactive 
program used to empirically determine the performance 
of fixed-point digital filters. The program simulates 
direct, cascade and parallel representations of up to 
tenth order and with up to thirty-six bits of precision. 
As a beginning phase of the study, the program will 
develop discrete-time filter algorithms based upon a 
continuous-time prototype filter, using one of five 
hold-invariant methods. Next, a simulation of the filter 
is done twice, first with thirty-six bits precision 
in the calculations, which is used as a standard, then 
with a selectable shorter word length. Using a variety 
of input forcing functions, including random signals, . 
the filter outputs are compared, and errors computed.
Test results permit distinguishing between errors due 
to numerical approximations and those due to round-off.
In addition, interactive coefficient scaling techniques 
are made available to the user, who can then determine 
the effects of scaling on eventual -filter performance.

The program runs on/a small (PDP-9) digital 
computer, using the teletype as the input/output device.



CHAPTER 1

, INTRODUCTION .

1.1 Overview 
Along with recent advances in digital integrated- 

circuit technology has come a growth in interest in 
discrete-time digital filters for precise implementation 
of signal processing operations (Rader and Gold 1967, 
Kaiser 1966). As the cost of digital logic is reduced, 
and its speed increased, digital filters become more
and more attractive. For equivalent continuous™time
'■ S - ' 'analog filters using traditional circuit elements, a
particular design may require extremely close tolerances 
for a number of circuit elements, or several elements 
may have to be very closely matched. Some analog filter 

' component requirements are at the leading edge of 
technology: they are expensive to build, they may be 
difficult to adjust, and it may be difficult to set a 
desired filter performance parameter, which may show 
itself only as the interactive adjustment of a number 
of component values. In some cases, the state of tech
nology simply will not allow the creation of certain 
filter designs. - -yL:'.
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Digital filters, while not the best suited 
solution for all problems, may, in some applications, 
allow the designer to trade some insoluble problems 
for some more tractable ones.

The digital filter will commonly be an assembly 
of gates and flip-flops or registers for the processing 
of digital, not analog, signals. On the input side, or 
"front end” of the filter may be an analog-to-digital 
converter, and there may be a digital-to-analog converter 
at the output. Thus, a digital filter may. be a direct 
terminal-for-terminal replacement for its analog counter
part. What one has, is a digital signal (or number) . 
processor - a special purpose digital computer algorithm 
- which may or may not be a program running on a general- 
purpose computer. The choice of level and method of 
specialisation is heavily dependant on "other considera
tions" such as the term of application of the filter, 
the quantity to be made, and the availability of tech
nology, such as large-scale integration or selective 
wiring of general purpose logic chips. It is not our 
purpose to discuss these considerations, but rather to 
point out that digital filters have growing advantages, 
both technical and economic, and that problems concerning 
their design are typically radically different than those 
associated with traditional (analog) design.



As the field of digital filter design has 
evolved, several approaches to realization (or imple
mentation) have been common. Design, then, involves 
selection of implementation, decision as to sub-block 
arrangement, selection of physical or implementation 
parameters to match logical or design parameters, and 
a decision as to "how good" a job to do - realising 
that the greater precision (number of bits or digits) 
used in the calculation of the signals (numbers) to.be 
processed, the greater will be the accuracy (and cost) 
of the result. The design program system described 
here allows the engineer/designer to solve just such 
design problems by direct, interactive simulation of 
the finished product. It allows the designer to see 
just how well the finished digital filter would work 
if constructed, and aids him in making the necessary 
design choices or trade-offs.

1.2 Parameters Considered 
Basically, the digital filter design program

allows specification of the desired object filter. . .  • . - ' ■ . '
either in terms of a continuous-time prototype filter 
or in terms of a discrete-time rational transfer function. 
If the former alternative is used, the program will 
develop a discrete-time filter algorithm based upon the 
prototype, using one of five methods. A choice of



three implementation schemes is available: direct, 
parallel and cascade. The resultant implementation 
parameters may be scaled to suit a particular class of 
input signals. The filter simulation is carried out 
with one of a number of input functions, first using 
thirty-six bits of precision, which is used as a standard, 
and then with a number of bits less than thirty-six 
(the idea here being that when the filter is finally 
built, a considerable saving may be realized by using 
the smallest possible number of bits in calculation 
consistent with achievement of design goals).

The result of the simulation is.a time-domain 
output function, along with absolute and relative amounts 
of error due to the limited precision used (round-off 
error).

In all, there are quite a number of design -
choices to be made: so many that an exhaustive analysis 
of all the combinations is prohibitive. Indeed, the field 
is new enough that many questions remain both unanswered 
and unresearched. This program is mainly a tool, which 
will allow not only the design of filters for engineering, 
but also research into the nature and performance of a 
fairly, wide class of filters, ..for which no analytic 
guide may be available.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

As ■was stated in the previous chapter, the 
ground explored by this thesis is new enough that pre
vious work is more tangentially thato directly related. 
Clearly, the present work is based upon many analytical 
results primarily established during the past five 
years, but is more empirically oriented.

The state space concepts and techniques used., 
as the basic input for subsequent, calculations are well 
developed by Schwarz and Friedland (1965). Data recon
struction and z-domain techniques, as well as a general 
background to digital filtering is given by Wait (1970). 
An earlier work by Rader, and Gold (1967) also develops 
the use of the z--transform, and identifies the two 
critical design parameters in digital filter design as 
that of sampling rate and word length. This latter item 
is of particular concern in this thesis.

Golden and Kaiser (1964) outline the z--domain 
approach to digital filtering, develop the direct, cas
cade and parallel methods, and give some early experi
mental results.



Kaiser (1966) has brought together the elements 
of the work of a number (over seventy!) of other authors; 
bearing upon digital filter design. Kaiser develops 
digital filter design primarily in the frequency domain, 
and there is the general assumption of eventual appli
cation in the creation of real-time band-stop and band
pass filters. He brings, together the three implementations 
considered in this thesis, and indicates an analytical 
basis for believing that the direct implementation is 
most sensitive to instabilities.

There are three types of errors involved in 
digital filters: input quantisation errors, round-off 
errors, and coefficient quantization errors. The second 
of these is treated by Knowles and Edwards (1965a, 1965b), 
who treat the problem as a statistical one, and show 
that useful predictive results can be had by treating 
the error as noise introduced into the system. They also 
include comparisons with actual experiments of error 
versus word length in the range of from ten to twenty 
bits. ;

Knowles and Olcayto (1968) approach the problem 
of amplitude quantization error on a statistical basis. 
Their objective is to provide a practical basis for word 
length selection. They also report that stability 
problems occur only after the point where frequency 
response has substantially deteriorated. Knowles and



Olcaytd also submit some practical results for eighteen 
to twenty bit band-stop filters, and indicate a preference 
for the parallel over the cascade implementation, as 
only one factorization is needed.

In general, previous work has established only 
bounds upon filter error, usually through statistical 
methods, and has not proved to be too useful-for filters 
constructed with shorter word lengths (12 bits and less).



CHAPTER 3

THE PROGRAM PROCESS

3.1 Initial Design Phase 
The digital filter design program is designed 

to assist in the creation of recursive digital filters, 
which may be represented in the time domain as 

b0y(t) + b^y(t-T) + ... + bky(t-kT)
= aQu(t) + a^uCt-T) + .. . . t amu(t-mT) ,

or in the z-domain by the rational transfer function
a0 + a-.z"’1 + ... f a z“m

H(z) = ______ t ,___________!1L_ . (3.1)
bQ + b^z~ + ... t bkz™

The first section of the design program computes the 
coefficients of (3.1) from continuous time state- 
variable matrices defined by the equations

Hi = x = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (3.2)

and
y(t) = Cx(t) (3.3)

where:
y(t) is a scalar output time function, 
u(t) is a scalar input time function,
A is a k x k constant matrix,



B is a k x 1 constant matrix, 
and C is a 1 x k constant matrix.
This scheme is graphically illustrated in Figure 3,1.

We know that in terms of the A, B and C matrices 
(Schwarz and Friedland 1965) that

where t = nT.
This equation is exact if the integral is evaluated 
exactly. However, since we are using numerical tech
niques, we must estimate the value of the integral.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the hold-invariant method of 
designing a discrete-time approximation of a contin- 
uous-time system. The input approximator creates a 
continuous signal from the discrete-time signal u(n).
The digital filter is then designed to provide the same 
output at sample times as would the continuous-time 
prototype, with its input fed through the input approx
imator. The various hold approximations available to 
the user of the filter design program are illustrated 
in Figure 3.3, and the results of the use of each hold 
approximation are shown in Table 3.1, where equation (3.5)

(3.4)
and that

x(n+l) = e- x (n) 4 / (n'1'1)Te^((n+1)T”'X)Bu(X)dX (3.5)•/ nT ~
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u(t) y(t)

Figure 3.1. Continuous-Time Linear System

u(t) s(t)
u (nT) h(t)h. (t)

y (nT)

input
approximator

'V~
continuous-time

prototype

same y(nT) for same u(nT)
 —  .... -    .. VL —

u(nT)= 
u(n)

y(nT) = y(n)
digital filter 

Figure 3.2. The Hold-Invariant Method



Impulse Approximation 
(Method 0)

2

1

0
2T

1
First-Order Extrapolative

Hold (Method B)

Zero-Order Hold 
(Method A)

non-realizable
,realizable

/

2TT

Polygonal Hold 
(Methods C and D)

Figure 3.3. Hold Approximations
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Table 3.1. Hold Approximation Terms

g(n-t-l) = Ax(n) + f^uCn-l) + ^gU(n) + ^u(n+l)

Method f _— JL Co Cl

0: Impulse
Invariant 0 0 T B

A: Zero-Order
Hold 0 ii 5 0

B: Linear
Extrapolative (L0 - Ll)g (26i - £2>S 0

C: Delayed Linear
Interpolative Ln B - l2)b 0

D: Undelayed Linear
Interpolative 0 i2 g

— AT Where: A - e ; Lj = /oT e^vdv ^ A~^je-^ - l]
- L -J ;

L2 = I C  e~vv dv = -(A. 1) - fi - (I-AT)e T "
AT
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has been converted to the form

x(n+1) = e-Tx(n) 4 G_^u(n-1) 4 f0u(n) + f^u(n+l).

The calculation of , £q , and is explained in Wait 
(1970) and Schwarz and Friedland (1965). e ^  is calcu
lated according to the method of Liou (1966). Once 
the* discrete-time approximation to the continuous
time prototype is made, the z-domain transfer function 
is developed according to the method of Tuel (1967), in 
which a similarity transform into phase variables is
made. The z-domain transfer function is developed

AT /»from the e matrix and the three £ matrices.
If the user desires, instead of using one of 

the five input approximations provided, he may calcu
late the coefficients of the z-domain transfer function 
(1.1) by some other method, and insert them directly 
into the program.

r
3.2 Transfer Function Implementations 

The direct implementation of a digital filter, 
Figure 3.4, bears a strong resemblance to the z-domain 
transfer function (3.1) in which a ’s and b's correspond 
directly, and z~* is a delay element with delay T. 
Equation (3.1) will have all real coefficients for 
real A, B , and C matrices, to which this program is 
restricted.
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y(n)u(n)

-1 -1

-1 -1

-1-1

Figure 3.4. Direct Realization



If (3.1) is factored to produce z-domain poles 
and zeroes, a similarity with the cascade implementation 
(Figure 3.5) will be seen:

m ,
a0 Tf (l-«.z )i = 1 1H(z) = — E---------    (3.6)
77 d-p.z‘ ) 
j = l 3

in which the w and ^ coefficients correspond directly.
The parallel implementation (Figure 3.6) follows 

directly from a partial fraction expansion of (3.1):
k r  i

H(z) = H  -̂—  . (3.7)
j=l (1-gjZ-l)

3.3 Scale Considerations
Until this point all program operations are in 

Fortran, carrying a 36-bit mantissa. Since fixed-point 
arithmetic operations will be used in the eventual 
filter simulation, some thought must be given to scaling 
and to scale factors.

The scale selected for use with this program 
system is full scale equal to plus or minus one machine 
unit. This choice is in agreement with modern usage with 
respect to analog machines, and is also convenient since 
we will be using a variable number of bits of precision.
If we had chosen to use all integer arithmetic, we



Figure 3.5. Cascade Realization
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u(n)

y(n)
-1

/
/

-l!

Figure 3.6. Parallel Realization



would have to change our full scale value when we 
shifted the number of bits in our fixed point word.
By using plus or minus one, no shifting after multi
plication is required, as would be if a convention of, 
for example, full scale equals 100, or 10 units had 
been chosen.

lations, it is desirable to use as much of the range 
as possible, so that calculations will be as accurate 
as possible. With digital filters, we are often dealing 
with the product of a signal and a coefficient, so that 
coefficient scaling will depend on the range of signals 
(input, intermediate or output) involved in the cal
culations .

filter, the z-domain transfer function itself is used 
as a starting point: (The equation is usually normal
ized so that b0= 1.)

If, in (3.1'), each numerator coefficient is multiplied 
by the same scale factor S, the output will simply be

As a general principle in fixed-point calcu-

3.4 Direct Representation
In the direct implementation of the digital

H(z) = --------- ------
1 + b1z~i + .. (3.1')

+ bkz-k '
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multiplied by S:

Sa0+ Sa-jZ*"1 + . . . + Sa z“m
----------     u(n) = SH(n)u(n)
1 + b^z” 4- ... 4- b^z~

- Sy(n) .
The original equation is preserved if all the numer
ator coefficients are scaled by S ,* and the output 
scaled by S” .̂ The program initially scales the 
numerator coefficients•so that the largest of them 
is equal to m""* (in equation 3.1'). This choice was 
made so that there will be no overflow for most situ
ations in which the numerator coefficients total

«
less than one. It should be pointed out that, as the 
programs are a design tool, all scaling is under 
control of the user.

Scaling the denominator coefficients is another 
matter entirely. Equation 3.1' can be rewritten in 
terms of y(n):

y(n) = a0u(n) 4 a-^uCn-l) 4 ... 4- amu(n-m)
—t) ̂y (n-1) - t>2y (n-2) — ... — bvy(n-k) . (3.8)

If we attempt to scale the denominator coefficients 
by a scale factor P, (3.8) becomes

y(n) = a0u(n) 4 ... 4 amu(n-m) - b-^y(n-1)
- ... - bjcPy (n-k) .

Two problems are evident: first, the relative weights



of the a-coefficient and the b-coefficient terms have 
been shifted, destroying the equality, and secondly, 
the effect of scale factor P will be seen in not only 
the output y(n), but in the output fed back to be 
multiplied by the b-coefficients.

The means chosen to provide for these problems 
is»to allow scaling of the b-coefflcients by one scale 
factor, P (collectively), but to re-scale (by P- )̂ after 
the sums of the products have been taken, but before the 
outputs are fed back around. This step is illustrated 
in Figure 3.7. To keep the burden upon eventual design 
down, the denominator scale factor is limited to a 
power of two, so that fixed-point operations are limited 
to shifting and adding.

After the coefficients are scaled, they are con™ - 
verted to 36-bit fixed-point numbers. The simulation 
is then carried out, as described in Chapter 4. If 
desired, the user may return to the scaling section of 
the program, and re-scale his design.

.3.5 Cascade Representation 
The cascade implementation simulation is carried 

out in a manner similar to the direct implementation, 
except for two new considerations.

We have mentioned that the transfer function (3.1) 
will have all real coefficients. When this function



Sy(n)u(n)

-1-1

Sa

-1

-rPbo.Sa

-1-1

Figure 3.7. Scale Factors: Direct Realization



is factored (3.6), the roots and may be either 
real or complex. If they are complex, they will occur 
in conjugate pairs. If there are complex roots, the 
simulation, if carried out, will involve complex arith
metic and complex signals. It was decided that a more 
realistic approach, bearing in mind some eventual method 
of 'implementation, was to combine complex root pairs 
into second order blocks; these are treated using a 
second order direct implementation.

Each of the numerator or denominator roots 
forms a separate block entity. The filter equation 
is not changed if the poles or zeroes are shifted in 
order in the cascade. Computation, however, will be 
affected, so that the program allows the user to set
up the order each block takes in the cascade. One
"rule of thumb" to keep in mind in ordering cascade - 
blocks is to preserve as much dynamic range as far asU 
possible down the cascade, so that calculations will 
have as much accuracy as possible.

Each cascade block can be expressed in the form

- *i*i. • si + ’’i8!18"1 - Pi8!*!8"1

and S' = sn + W "1 - <;!-

for an n-th order system. We have generalized the 
computation to allow ordering of poles and zeroes, so



that in (3.9) either or ^  equals zero, in each 
stage, and n now equals the sum of the order of the 
numerator and the denominator. In either case, com
putation is the same. We can add a scale factor 
to any block in which 8. equals zero:

PfSi+l * pisi + p ^ S i Z - 1 . (3
This scale factor is carried through the cascade, and 
affects the output, so that the new output with scale 
factors included (call it y) is related to the output 
of (3.9) by -

n - " . /
: y - T T P , . .  ;

Denominator scale factors (for the blocks in which ^  
is non-zero) are not amenable to scaling for the same 
reasons as with the direct implementation. In this case 
if a is scaled by a factor q^, compensating scaling 
(by q^~ ) must be done. For computational ease, the 
multiplication, or shifting, since q^ is limited to 
2n , is done to the output, and two values of the output 
are stored (Figure 3.8). Beyond these considerations, 
the final simulation is carried out much as it is in the 
direct implementation.
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S. (n)

-1

SiCn)

-1

Figure 3.8. Cascade Scaling



3.6 Parallel Representation
In the parallel implementation (Figure 3.6),

a partial fraction expansion is made of the z-domain 
transfer function. In order for this to be possible, 
the order of the denominator of the transfer function 
must be greater than that of its numerator. If it is 
not, the transfer function is extended by long division 
to produce

after which a partial fraction expansion is made of the 
second part of (3.11) to give

This division may be necessary using some data recon
struction methods (method ”0"), on transfer functions 
with a pole-zero-excess of one or more. The arithmetic 
used by the program will work in any case. As with the 
cascade implementation, conjugate pairs of terms are 
combined, and treated as second-order direct implement 
tation sub-blocks, so that no complex arithmetic is 
needed. Scaling is done as in the cascade implementation.

m-k-1 
H(z) c jT ciz'"1 ■f , k (3.11)

i-1

m—k—1 . k—1
H(z) = £  c.z"1 + £  ----LJ---

i=l 1 + gjZ-1
(3.12)



CHAPTER 4

■OPERATION OF THE PROGRAMS

4.1 Environment 
The digital filter design program system is 

written to operate on a Digital Equipment Corporation 
PDP-9 computer and a special display console (Korn et 
al., 1969). This•computer is an 18-bit fixed word length 
machine with a fast one microsecond cycle time and a two 
microsecond add time. The PDP-9 contains no floating
point arithmetic hardware: all such operations are done 
by means of program subroutines. The addition of such 
hardware would greatly reduce running time. The program 
system is designed to operate with 16K (16,384) words of 
core memory, and with some bulk storage medium, (currently) 
d i s k o r  alternatively with DBCtape.

The programs run under the PDP-9 Keyboard Monitor 
System, and use the system programs CHAIN and EXECUTE to 
operate in multiple overlays, or phases. When part of 
the computation is complete, the programs in core are 
overlayed with new programs from the bulk storage device, 
and computation continues. Since some redundancy is 
needed between the program overlays, while the program 
system currently runs in six overlays, with 32K words

: O  : ' ‘ W "  v '■/■ 26 • ' ' . : ' V  ,a ": ■



of core memory the program would probably run in one 
overlay.

Not all of these overlays are used for each 
program run; often only two overlays will be used.

The program system’s execution time seems 
well matched to the capabilities of the PDP-9. For 
systems of up to third order, operation is essentially 
teletype bound. For fourth order systems, delays of 
about five seconds are encountered, while for a seventh 
order system, the delay is about two minutes.

4.2 Overlay One: Initial Design Phase 
Program operation is carried out interactively 

on the teletype.in a general question-and-answer format. 
The first overlay consists of the program DIGFL and a 
major subroutine CONV. In this, as in most overlays, 
a number of utility subroutines are used as well.
Figure 4.1 is a flowchart illustrating the operation 
of the first overlay. The program begins by typing:

NEW A,B,C MATRICES?
A "no" answer will cause the previous defining matrices 
to be retained. Otherwise,

. TYPE A MATRIX • : -- J - -:/
is printed out, to which the user responds by typing 
in the A-matrix in Fortran D format, the lesser of
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four entries or one row per line„ This is followed by 
input of the B transpose and C-matrices in a similar- 
fashion. DT, the time step size; and the hold approx
imation ("method") are typed in. The methods are 
identified as "A", "B", "C", "D" or "0". If the user 
desires to input his own z-domain transfer function, 
he types "Z" at this juncture. The representation is 
selected next, either DIRECT, CASCADE or PARALLEL.
Some error checking is done, and if one of methods A 
through 0 was selected, e ^  and C_-p (*Q,and are 
calculated, controllability is checked, and H(z) is 
calculated.. Otherwise the coefficients of H(z) are 
input. Numerator and denominator roots of H(z) are 
found, using a standard subroutine (Melsa, 1970). 
Statistics may be taken over a number of runs, and 
this choice is indicated here. The statistics taking 
itself is done by overlay six, described below. If 
a frequency domain response curve is desired, overlay 
two is loaded; otherwise, the overlay corresponding to 
the desired implementation is loaded (direct, parallel 
or cascade, overlays three, four and five respectively).

4.3 Overlay Two: Frequency Response 
This overlay (Figure 4.2) will display the 

frequency response of the selected system, up to 500
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points, in a linear or logarithmic interval selected 
by the user, on the CSRL X-Y scope (Korn et al., 1969)* 
Logarithmic or linear range.as well may be selected, and 
the amplitude and phase of the complex frequency response 
is showns Conversion to frequency domain is done by 
substituting e ™ ^ ^  for z~^ in the transfer function 
(3 fl) and evaluating at each value of u. If the fre
quency response is not satisfactory, the first overlay 
may be re-entered, and appropriate changes made. Other
wise, overlay three, four or five is entered, depending 
upon the implementation, as described above.

4.4 Overlay Three: Direct Implementation
This overlay (Figure 4.3) simulates the direct 

implementation of the digital filter developed in over
lay one. The first action taken by this overlay is 
that, if desired, the z-domain transfer function and its 
roots are printed.

Next, the implementation coefficients are 
printed, along with an initial choice of scale factors. 
Adjustments, in the form of multipliers to the numer
ator and denominator scale factors are accepted here, 
with the restriction (as noted above) that denominator 
scaling is limited to a power of two. The newly scaled 
coefficients are then printed; this cycle is repeated 
until scaling is acceptable. The number of bits
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precision is requested. The simulation will be run 
first restricting the length of the simulated accum
ulator (or the width of the data path), to the desired 
number of bits. The simulation will be run again with 
the standard thirty-six bits precision. The number of 
output points to be computed and the number to be 
printed are requested, subject to "the limitation of 
250 output points (due to core limitations). "Rescaling" 
is optionally done’, in that the output values are 
corrected for the coefficient scale factors (this will 
always mean simply multiplying by a constant).

An input forcing function is selected next.
This may be an impulse, a step, a ramp, a sine wave, 
or random noise, from the CSRL PDP-9 random noise gen
erator (Belt, 1969). Since we are simulating with 
fixed-point arithmetic, we must limit the noise to a 
range of jnoisef & L, where L is less than full scale 
(L is selected by the user).

The coefficients are converted to fixed point
- - ' / numbers of appropriate precision. If an overflow

occurs here (meaning that a parameter is greater than
one in absolute value), further actions are aborted and
the overlay is re-entered for re-scaling.

The simulation is done twice, with n bits and 
with thirty-six bits, and the output values at the



requested times are printed. If fixed-point aritbmatic 
overflow occurs during the simulation, future data is 
useless, and that part of the simulation is terminated. 
Output values beyond overflow are deleted. It should 
be noted that overflow may be much more likely to 
happen when few bits (for example, eight) precision are 
useti, so that each part of the simulation is run to 
overflow, and both overflow times are printed.

After the simulation, control can go to one of 
three places: 1) a different number of bits precision 
or a new input function may be selected, 2) the coef
ficients may be re-scaled, or 3) new defining matrices 
or a new.transfer function may be specified.

4.5 Overlay Four: Parallel Implementation
Operation of the parallel implementation over

lay (Figure 4.3.) is similar to that of the direct 
implementation. The major difference, is in the way the 
scaled coefficients are printed out. Since complex 
coefficients have been replaced with second-order blocks, 
there may be up to four coefficients in each block.
These are labeled AO, Al, B1 and B2, for each block.
For the normal first-order block, Al and B2 will be

. . 6 , ■ ,equal to zero. The A coefficients correspond to input
coefficients, the B coefficients to the outputs delayed
and fed back, as shown in Figure 4.4.
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4.6 Overlay Five: Cascade Implementation 
With the cascade implementation (Figure 4.5), 

there is the additional step of ordering the cascade.
When the poles and zeroes have been identified, they 
are typed out with a serial number and an identifying 
letter "P" or "Z". These are put in the desired order 
by serial number, after which they are again printed 
out in the new order, with initial scale factors. . 
Second-order blocks have non-zero delayed coefficients 
(see Figure 4.6). From this point, operation is similar 
to the direct implementation. At the end of a simu
lation, the user has the option of re-ordering the 
cascade, re-scaling, choosing a new input function, 
or inputting new defining matrices.

4.7 Overlay Six: Statistics Taking 
This overlay (Figure 4.7) is entered automatically 

if the statistics option has been taken in overlay one.
It allows the computation of peak or root-mean-square 
error over a variable number of points, or Total Sample 
Size". Since we may wish to ignore transients in our 
error calculations, a "run window" (Figure 4.8) is set 
so that only the output points between an initial t0 and • 
a final t^ are considered in the error calculations. 
Normally, a random noise input function is used. It is
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advisable to completely scale a problem first before 
starting a statistics run. This overlay automaticallyi
operates overlay three, four or five.



CHAPTER 5

EXAMPLE

The example below is a sample study of a "stiff" 
filter based upon the prototype transfer function

H(S) -3---:--- — -g -1—  2-------- --- ----  (5.1)s ■+ 111.4 s + 1155 s + 1500 s * 1000
First, the program is loaded from the PDP-9 

system monitor. The file name is FILTER XCT:

$TC : : , ;••• - / v - .MONITOR V4E ‘ .-v }
$E FILTER- ' . ' • ■■ V. •

NEW A,B,C MATRICES?
YES 'MATRIX SIZE = 4 - '. '
TYPE A-vf l-IX .
0„; 1 . ;2.
0.; 0 .; I .; 0 •0 .; 8.; 3 .; 1 .
-1 .0D3;-1 . 51B3;-1.55D3*,-1 .14D2

TYPE B-MATEIX - 
0 .5 0L\.;0.;1.

Errors are corrected by "rubbing out" the mistaken 
character. The teletype echoes with a "X"*
TYPE C-MATRIX ' •
1.0D3;0.;0.;0. -
DT, METHOD ( A, B, C, D, 0 ,Z) S . 1 *, D 
REPRESENTATION? CAS ■
take statistics? no
COMPUTE FREQUENCY -RESPONSE? NO
-PRINT R'. T.F.?
YES -- - - -
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H(z) is printed upon request: .

• ' . RATIONAL function ca lculations

T1ME= 0.100.02 ORDER: 4 METHOD D
, . NLKFF;-rov COEFFICIENTS - . -
2.24985S34D-3.4 2 . 42 82 5454 Df83 2.23293779D-?3 2 . f’4 6S45 1 7 D-O-4

2.59373S64D-0.7 ' ' ■ ' • .' . . : .
UUMF! ATOP PCOTS OF Z:

• REAL Dr-OT IMAGINARY PART - ' :
-1 .2851 B2C2.D-e3 . 0.020C7G20D+00 

- : -1 .01 S27222 P-01 0.032328300+00 ' . ' • . ' :
- -9.'25 57 9552 D-31 0.2u00bC0LD+G0 . ,
. -9.74S92! 7SD+0C ' 0.62030000,0+00 . ..

. DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS : .
. 1.000000000+00 --2.13083 584D+0.0 ' ' 1 .346186000+22' -2.1 82783730-0-1
1.103642850-05
DENOMINATOR ROOT'S OF Z: ■' . ' . v >

REAL RAFT IMAGINARY PART
. 5.252256870-05 0.00000002 0+20 O ' : ' R 0 ■ •: 0 • :

; • 2 .32220! 7GD-01 0. 000000000+00 . ' 'RA: - ' A -
' ; '9.492.77901 D-O! - 6. 3 62 54 5^2 D-i'2

9.402775810-01 • 6.362545^2 D- 'P . .
-CASCADE REPrFSENT.ATION,- SCALF FACTOR. #0 r .2.249856340-84

# . IMMEDIATE DELAYED . ' '
1 Z • 1.285182 000-33 0.683808000+00
2 Z 1.01607202D-01 0.008088030+00 ' - ' - "
3 Z 9.85579552 0-8.1 ■3.008088300+00
4. Z 9.742901760+00 8.000808000+00 ' .

. 5 P 5.250256*7 D-Z5 0.000002080+00 . R’ . '-VO
6- P 2.32229 1 76 D-31 0.0.0038030.0+80 ' - " : ' o

■7. P 1 . 8985551 Sr+20 -*.9 787972 80-3 1

The cascade order is set:

INDICATE POLE-ZERO ORDER BY #
- 4;'7;2;3 ; 6; 1 ; 5 -
• # IMMEDIATE ■ DELAYED " • SCALE F'ACTOP
4 Z 6.093063S2D-01 0.000000000+00 1.602222020+01

- V7 P 49277591 D-21. -4.^85398640-01 2.202030200+20
2. Z 5.129576190-01 0.00000^200+00 1.250000 000-01
3 z - 9.25579552P-01 0.003000020+00 1.2000C020D+C0
6 p 9.259127040-01 0.300000020+00 2.502000000-01
1 z 6.580131510-0 1 0.000006000+20 1.953 125200-23
5 p 8.602020860-01 0.000000200+00 6. 103515620-25

ADJUST SCALE FACTOR? NO



NUMBER OF BITS PRECISION? 16 
NUMBER OF POINTS? 21 
PRINT EVERY N’TH POINT, Nz 4 
RESCALE OUTPUT? YES
IMPULSE, STEP,PAMP,SINE OR NOISE INPUT? STEP 
STEP SIZE? .01
RUN TERMINATED AFTER 3/ 3 POINTS DUE TO OVERFLOW
TIME Y( T): 16 BITS Y( T): 36 BITS DIFFERENCE

.'0.00 . 2.2451S74D-06 • 2.2498563 0-36 -4.66888680-09
7. DIFFERENCE 
-2 .0751 933 D-Z1

Fixed-point overflow. The simulation is tried again 
with a smaller step size:

OUTPUT CALCULATION AGAIN? Y .
NUMBER OF BITS PRECISION? 16 ••
HUMP FT" OF. POINTS? 21 ' • " ' : . • ■ .'
PRINT EVERY - N" 1H POINT, Nz 4 ;V 6- . '

..RESCALE OUTPUT? Y • ' ' .■ .■
IMPULSE, STEP,PfMP, SINE OR NOISE INPUT? ST - T .
STEP SIZE? .00 1 - . . - P - :
RUN TERMINATED AFTER 13/ 10 POINTS DUE TO OVERFLOW 
TIME Y(T): 16 BITS Y( T): 36 BITS DIFFERENCE
0.00 2. 1971253 D-07
0.40 4.3475613 D-05
0.80 1 . 61398490-2-4

2.2498563D-07 
4.373522 10-35 
1 . 62242 1 40-04

OUTPUT CALCULATION AGAIN? N 
RESCALE? Y

A scale factor is adjusted:

-5 .27339840-3-9 
-2 .5953309 D-.07.' 
-8.4364525D-07

7. DIFFERENCE
-2 .34374890+00 
-5.93 53355 0-01 
-5.19991450-31

#; ADJUSTMENT FACTOR: 4;2. 
ADJUST SCALE FACTOR? NO
# .. IMMEDIATE
4 Z 3.046531800-01
7 -P 9.492775810-01
2 Z 8-. 128576180-01
3 Z 9 .05579552 0-01
6' P 9.289127040-01
1 Z - 6.53013181 0-0!
5 P .- 8.602320860-01

DELAYED 
0.0-0-0000? 00+30 

-4.485398640-01 
0.020-62000 0+00- 

00 00 800-3 n+00 
0.026000600+06 0. 20-002-2020+2-0 
0.300633200+00

SCALE FACTOR 
3.200002030+01 
2.030006020+00 
1 .25606602D-?1 
1 . 06020 600D+? 0- 
2.50020202D-21 
1 .953 12 50-6 0-03 
6.12351562 0-05

NUMBET- OF BITS PRECISION? 16°
NUMBF1 OF -“BINTS? 21 .
PRINT EVERY N' TH POINT, Nz 4 
RESCALE OUTPUT? Y :
IMPULSE, STEP, “AMP,SINE OP NOISE INPUT? ST 
STEP SIZE? .001 .
PUN TERMIN'TED AFTER 10/ .10 POINTS DUE TO OVERFLOW



TIME Y(T): IS BITS Y(T): 36 BITS DIFFERENCE % DIFFERENCE

es.SB '2. 1971253D-C7 
0.40 4.347561 3D-05..
0.80 ' 1.61398490-04

2.2498563D-07 
4.37352 01D-05 
1.622 4214D-04

OUTPUT CALCULATION AGAIN? Y

-5.27309S4r-?9
-2.59533090-07.
-8.4364525D-27

-2 .3437489 DP?" 
-5.9353355C-01 
-5 . 19991 45 D--31

NUMBER OF BITS PRECISION? 16 
NVMBEl OF POINTS?'21 
PRINT EVERY N'TH POINT, Nr 4 
PE SCALE OUTPUT? YES
IMPULSE, STEP, RAMP,SINE OR NOISE INPUT? ST 
STEP SIZE? .0001
TIME. YCT): 16 BITS
.0.0? 2.0598050D-08
0.40 4.14020800-36
0.8? 1,54328680-05
' 1 .20' ' 3.1317121D-05
1.60 .5.1721704 0-05
2.30 7.43246300-05

YCT): 36 BITS
2.24 985580-08 
4.37351890-36 
1.62242100-05 
3.33121080-25 
5.41381150-05 
7.7806649 0-05

DIFFERENCE
-1 .900 5079 0-09 
-2 .33310880-07 
-7.41342230-07 
-1 .49498630-05 
-2.41641110-06 
-3.48281860-06

% DIFFERENCE
-8.4472433 0+0? 
-5.3346261D+?0 
-4.5693583 0+?? 
-4 .4878167 D+00 
-4.46341930+20 
-4.47521.990+32

The run is successful. It will be tried again with the
direct implementation:

OUTPUT CALCULATION AGAIN? N 
RESCALE? N 
RE-ORDER? N

NEW A, B, C MATRICES? : .

DT, METHOD (A, B,C,D,0,Z): '.1?D " _
- REPRESENTATION? DIR ' • . ' ■
TAKE STATISTICS?- NO ' - '
COMPUTE FREQUENCY RESPONSE? NO ”,
PRINT R.T.F.?
NO . ■ . . o .
DIRECT REPRESENTATION

SCALED NUMERATOR, SCALE FACTOR r T .2.1012 7200-22 ■
1 .85918992 0-22 ' _ 2 .002000020-01 1.845208200-01 1. 691423240-02

2.143057250-05
SCALED DENOMINATOR, SCALE FACTOR = 1.600200.0+21

6.250000000-22 -1.331772570-01 8.413665780-22 -1,314239630-02
6 . 903512 ! 50-07 '. 3
ADJUST SCALE FACTORS? NO ' . .' ' - '
NUMBER OF BITS PRECISION? 16 '
NUMBER' OF POINTS? 21 . '
PRINT, FVFr‘Y N.'TH POINT, N= 4 -   :. ./I- T -I ..



RESCALE OUTPUT? V
IMPULSE, STEn,PAMP, SIA’E OR NOISE INPUT? S 
IMPULSE, STEP, r'. MP, SINE OP NOISE INPUT? ST 
STEP SIZE? .0001
. TIME Y( T): IS PITS
-0.02 ' 2.0593S33 D-0S
0.40 2.32 9119SD-3S
0.80 1 .-0313462 D-05
1 ,20 1 . 9060 329 D-35
1.60 2.7 8843150^25
2-. 00 3 . 67 08602 D-05

Y(T): 36 PITS
2.2498465''— 08 
4.3 591248 r-06 
1.58304060-05 
3.1190683D-05 
4. 77 6431 1D-0 5- 
6.36442230-85

DIFFERENCE
-1.90783150-09 
-2.03 80852 D-P 6 
-5.51694430-06 
-1.21306540-05 
-1.93799960-05 
-2.693562 60-25

OUTPUT CALCULATION AGAIN? NO 
RESCALE? .NO

Return is finally made to,the monitor:

NEW A.-B, C MATRICES? tC-
MONITOR V4B

$ ' \

7. DIFFERENCE.
- 8 . 4 7 9 9 2 9 7  0+20 
- 4 . 6 5 6 9 L 0 1 0+0 1 
-3 i 4 8 5 OS?2 0+01 
- 3 . 8 8 9 1 9 ! 6  0+21 
- 4 . 1 6 2 !  0 2 5 D+.3 1 
- 4 . 2 3 2 2  132 0+21

A sample plot of maximum relative error for 
this system is shown in Figure 5.1. No general con
clusions can be drawn from this one case as to which 
implementation is most accurate, since in practice it 
has been found that the resulting error is dependent
on coefficient scaling.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

The program described in this thesis permits 
the operator to interact at various stages as a trial 
analysis is made. Strictly speaking, we have described 
a design tool, which enhances the digital filter designer’s 
ability to predict finite-word length effects by direct 
time-domain simulation. The system permits the study 
of a broad class of filters, including recursive and 
non-recursive,designs.

A useful area for further study would be the 
development of techniques to assist in the scaling of 
filter coefficients, which presently requires a con
siderable amount of operator interaction. Coefficient 
scaling has turned out to be important to the quality 
and accuracy of the resultant filter.
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APPENDIX

FORMING THE CHAINED PROGRAM 
ON THE PDP-9 COMPUTER

This set of programs is formed into a multi- 
phase program of six overlays. Subsequent instructions 
assume a familiarity with the pertinent PDP-9 system 
software.
Overlay One:

Explicitly loaded: DIGFL, CONV.
■ Loaded from external library: TRANX2, CHREQ2,

DET, SIMEQ, PROOT, SCALRT, MATMUL, SCALAR 
MCVMUL, MATADD.

Overlay Two:
Explicitly loaded: FREQ.
Loaded from external library: none.

Overlay Three:
Explicitly loaded: DIREP, DIREP2, DIREPS.
Loaded from external library: ROV, TY02, FORCE,

. , DFIX, DFLOAT, DBINT, JNOI. ■
Overlay Four:

Explicitly loaded: PAREP, PAREP2.• - ' O' *
Loaded from external library: PROOT, PFEXP, 

VALPL, DIFPL, ROV, TY02, FORCE, DFIX,
; DFLOAT, DBINT, QINT, JNOI.
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Overlay Five:

Explicitly loaded: CAEEP, CAREP2.
Loaded from external library: RQV, TY02, FORCE, 

DFIX, DFLOAT, DBINT, JNOI.
Overlay Six:

Explicitly loaded: STATS„
Loaded from external library: none.
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